KA Opperman via The Crimson Tome
55 mins
Wilum Pugmire shewing off a bunch of new Hippocampus Press books, including the much anticipated Lovecraft Variorum edition! The Crimson Tome makes an appearance, too, whoohoo!

if I was an eldritch
http://www.hippocampuspress.com

You, Ashley Dioses, Frederick J. Mayer, Martin Andersson and 3 others like this.

Ashley Dioses ❤️
27 mins · Like

Write a comment...

Will Hart
Yesterday at 9:31am

The Dulwich Horror & Others by David Hambling
A Collection of Lovecraftian Horror in an Unsigned Jacketed Hardcover.
A signed edition limited to 100 copies is also available.
Foreword by S. T. Joshi... See More

You, Kayo Blackmoore and Fred Lubnow like this.
Lovecraft and Racism Panel NecronomiCon 2015

**LOVECRAFT AND RACISM**
LOVECRAFT AND RACISM: MOVING PAST THE HOWIES – Grand Ballroom, Biltmore 17th Floor Lovecraft was a racist. Whether you believe that his racism was only priva...

YOUTUBE.COM

You, Kayo Blackmore and Thomas Broadbent like this.

Thomas Smith I have to know - what were the hurtful comments that Bob P(Rice ?) fielded or made at first baptist church?
What happened??
Yesterday at 5:09am · Like

Lovecraft and Folkloric Methodology by Ken Van Wey

"Lovecraft and Folkloric Methodology," Ken Van Wey, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia

YOUTUBE.COM

You like this.
Tentacles in the Madhouse: The Role of the Asylum in the Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft by Troy Rondinone

“Tentacles in the Madhouse: The Role of the Asylum in the Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft,” Troy Rondinone,...

YOUTUBE.COM

Mike Davis' Lovecraft eZine Talk Show: at NecronomiCon 2015

Lovecraft eZine Talk Show: at NecronomiCon 2015

YOUTUBE.COM

Religion in Lovecraft Panel NecronomiCon 2015
Religion in Lovecraft

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJ6YGXNVxqE
From David Hambling in the Cthulhu Mythos Roundtable Group:

To celebrate HP Lovecraft's 125th anniversary, I wrote a story about celebrating HP Lovecraft's 125th anniversary - "Not the End of the World" --http://shoggoth.net/.../cthulhunow-.../not-the-end-of-the-world/
Not the End of the World

David Hambling is the author of two Mythos novellas, “The Elder Ice” and “Broken Meats” (available on Amazon), and a new collection from PS Publishing “The Dulwich Horror and others.” “The time would be easy to know, for then mankind…

SHOGGOHT.NET

You, Fred Lubnow, Sophia Jill and Valerie Fuller like this.

Fred Lubnow Thank you Will - “will” check it out!
August 23 at 6:38pm · Like

Will Hart Fred, You are welcome! But Please Thank David!
August 23 at 6:39pm · Like · 1

Fred Lubnow Thank you David!
August 23 at 6:41pm · Like

Christopher Cooksey
August 23 at 5:05pm

Write up about an onset visit of The Quantum Terror, a film that combines quantum physics theory with Lovecraft's ideas of cosmic horror.

On Set With "The Quantum Terror"

Wow, it's been awhile! Sorry about that, it's been an extremely busy summer for me. With classes, job stuff, family gatherings, covering up several murders, & being on the lamb, I barely had a ...

THEBLOOD-SHED.COM
Cthulhu: The Great Old One 12” Legends of Cthulhu Figure
The Ultimate "Deep One"
For those with Deep Pockets!... See More

You and 3 others like this.

Ed Bruggeman if anyone is feeling generous i would LOVE one of these....
August 22 at 8:28pm · Like

Will Hart
August 22 at 11:39am

Brown University Exhibit:
Influence of Anxiety: Lovecraft, Bloch, Barlow, et al.
August 19, 2015 - January 8, 2016
John Hay Library, Main Exhibit Gallery... See More
Influence of Anxiety
Lovecraft, Bloch, Barlow, et al.
August 19, 2015 – January 8, 2016 • John Hay Library, Main Exhibit Gallery

You, Henrik Sandbeck Harksen, Leigh Blackmore, Axel Weiß and 20 others like this.

Jeanette Shin Anyone know if there is a catalogue available?
August 22 at 12:04pm • Like

Gordon Clatworthy That looks awesome!
August 22 at 4:46pm • Like

Write a comment...

Will Hart
August 22 at 1:42pm

5 Ways to Celebrate H.P. Lovecraft’s 125th Birthday
5 Ways to Celebrate H.P. Lovecraft’s 125th Birthday

From beer to heavy metal music, there are several great ways to commemorate the influential horror writer.

BLOGS.WSJ.COM | BY MICHAEL CALIA

You, Gordon Clatworthy, Sophia Jill and 2 others like this.

Frank Searight | had a whopping plate of spaghetti and a huge bowl of ice cream before reading "The Dreams in the Witch House". Yummy!
August 22 at 2:37pm · Unlike · 2
Will Hart | Frank, Now you know that should have been a really hot bowl of chili before the ice cream!
August 22 at 2:39pm · Like · 1

Dave Felton
August 22 at 10:42am · Providence, RI

There are 125 numbered copies of Cthulhu Commune #2 available at NecronomiCon- Providence this weekend. Art and interview by some convention guests. Thanks for allowing me to post, and hope to see fellow fans in the vendors hall.
The NecronomiCon 2015 Photos are Awesome!
https://www.facebook.com/NecronomiConProviden.../photos_stream

NecronomiCon Providence
20-23 August, 2015 - Lovecraft's 125th Birthday anniversary. Also look for announcements about other Lovecraft-related events occurring around Providence.
Will Hart
August 15 at 8:35am

The Many Lovecraftian Works of David Haden:

His incredible TENTACLII blog is enough to earn David a place of honor among Lovecraftians, but when you add in the non-fiction books he has written over the last few years, his stature in this field puts him head and shoulders above most of those that call themselves, "Lovecraftians."

If you don't know David Haden, or of him, shame on you!... See More
Will Hart
August 21 at 2:45pm · Edited

Sharkchild is Having Book Giveaway 27!
This is a HUGE giveaway!
Comment on the post at http://thedarkeverse.sharkchild.com/book-giveaway-27/ by tonight, Friday, August 21st., before 10:00 pm Pacific Standard Time, to be entered for a chance to win a copy of "H. P. Lovecraft: The Complete Fiction."... See More
Staff Pick: Weird Realism: Lovecraft and Philosophy

Senior reviews editor Peter Cannon recommends Weird Realism, a philosophical exploration of Lovecraft and his use of language.

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.COM
JM DeSantis
August 21 at 2:48pm · Ridgefield Park, NJ

Thanks for the Group approval. My name is J. M. DeSantis. I'm a writer and artist, mostly working in the fantasy, horror and humour genres. My main focus lately is my medieval Indian fantasy character, Chadhiyana. But I used to do a lot of Lovecraftian horror, and in honour of HPL’s 125th birthday, yesterday, I launched the following site: http://gentlemancthulhu.com/ It's just a for-fun project, but check it out if you will. Cheers!

Gentleman Cthulhu
COMING SOON
GENTLEMANCTHULHU.COM

Will Hart
August 21 at 9:20am

NecronomiCon 2015 Opening Ceremonies 20-August-2015

NecronomiCon 2015 Opening Ceremonies 08 20

You, Leigh Blackmore, Julia Morgan, Frederick J. Mayer and 2 others like this.

Frederick J. Mayer Thanks for posting this Will as us who could not make it certainly appreciate it 😊
August 21 at 2:27pm · Unlike 1

Write a comment...

Will Hart
August 21 at 2:16pm

The Dunwich Horror (1970) Title Sequences:
The Dunwich Horror

The Dunwich Horror is a tale of birth and death and terrible creatures. Based on the short story of the same name by H. P. Lovecraft, the minimalist graphic title sequence was designed by artist and graphic designer Sandy Dvore. Dvore cut his...

ARTOFTHETITLE.COM

Will Hart
August 21 at 2:12pm

A Great Idea from Willie Meikle!

Want your story / book release / news item to be included in the Daily Lovecraftian News?
Tweet your news using #cthulhu or #lovecraft or #mythosfiction, and there's a good chance the bot will add it to the daily paper, Lovecraftian News, by William Meikle: News from HPL related sources...
Lovecraftian News
Lovecraftian News, by William Meikle: News from HPL related sources
PAPER.LI | BY WILLIAM MEIKLE

You like this.
Write a comment...

Edward Martin III
August 21 at 1:23pm

Aaaaand we're off to Germany with our two latest Lovecraftian films.

European premiere of two Hellbender Media films
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE • August 21, 2015 European premieres of Innsmouth Legacy and Come to Us at Braunschweig International Film Festival. Hellbender Media is very proud to have two films selected ...

HELLBENDERMEDIA.COM | BY HELLBENDER MEDIA

You like this.
Write a comment...

Sophia Jill
August 20 at 9:10pm • Brooklyn, NY

Lookee what I just found! ("Fandom blend" teas are a growing trend and Adagio isn't the only tea company who offers them -- but AFAIK it's the only one that offers blends which are HPL-inspired.)
Adagio Teas
Fresh tea, cool accessories and plethora of useful information. Adagio Teas is the most popular tea store online, with stellar customer service marks.

ADAGIO.COM

You and Duane Pesice like this.

Ross Norman
August 21 at 1:24am

Support David Haden creating new research on H. P. Lovecraft and his circle
Patreon is empowering a new generation of creators. Support and engage with artists and creators as they live out their passions!

WWW.PATREON.COM

You like this.

Will Hart shared Lovecraft eZine’s video.
August 20 at 8:27pm

The New Lovecraft Store in Providence by Mike Davis:
A short video tour of the new Lovecraft store in Providence!

You, Alex Kreitner, Charles Danny Lovecraft and 3 others like this.

My Best Photo on 20-August-1990 for His 100th Birthday, and Still My Best on His 125th. Birthday Too.

This is not a meme, it is my Press Release to remind everyone that images like these are still available for one and all on my Flickr pages at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/cthuuwho1/collections/
You, Dejan Ognjanovic, Fred Lubnow, Sophia Jill and 5 others like this.

Fred Lubnow Great shot Will! Thank you!
August 20 at 2:20am · Unlike · 2

Ansel H. Faraj shared The Last Case of August T. Harrison's photo.
August 20 at 11:08am

Happy Birthday H. P. Lovecraft -- The Last Case of August T. Harrison, coming soon!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w1P9R30ZnU
The Last Case of August T. Harrison with H. P. Lovecraft
Happy Birthday H.P. Lovecraft!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w1P9R30ZnU

Sophia Jill and Craig Mullins like this.